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ABSTRACT
Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (RRD) is a common condition with an increasing incidence, related to the ageing demographics of many populations and the rising global prevalence of myopia, both well known risk factors. Previously untreatable, RRD now achieves primary surgical success rates of over 80%–90% with complex cases also amenable to treatment. The optimal management for RRD attracts much debate with the main options of pneumatic retinopexy, scleral buckling and vitrectomy all having their proponents based on surgeon experience and preference, case mix and equipment availability. The aim of this review is to provide an overview for the non-retina specialist that will aid and inform their understanding and discussions with patients. We review the incidence and pathogenesis of RRD, present a systematic approach to diagnosis and treatment with special consideration to managing the fellow eye and summarise surgical success and visual recovery following different surgical options.

INTRODUCTION
Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (RRD) (figure 1) is the most common form of RD occurring in approximately 1 in 10 000 of the population per annum. It develops when there is a retinal ‘break’ or full-thickness defect in the neurosensory retina (NSR) that allows the ingress of fluid from the vitreous cavity into the subretinal space, resulting in separation of the NSR from the underlying retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). In this review, we mainly discuss acute progressive RRD with onset less than 2 weeks, whereas chronic RRD is defined as being present for longer than 2 weeks.

Until the early 1900s, RD was a blinding disorder with unclear pathogenesis; RD was initially thought to represent an exudative process, occurring from choroidal leakage and not caused by retinal breaks. Specifically, it was thought that stretching of the retina, effectively ‘inflating’ of the retina, caused breaks and early treatment involved instrumentation to produce tears in order to allow for subretinal fluid egress into the vitreous cavity. The field was revolutionised by Jules Gonin who recognised the role of retinal breaks in causing detachments through the study of cadaveric eyes.

The past 80 years of RRD treatment have, therefore, focused on surgical techniques to close or appose the retinal break(s) to the RPE. Once the break is closed, the RPE then actively removes fluid from the subretinal space to the choroid where it is absorbed via the choroidal vasculature. In 1951, Schepens et al introduced extraocular scleral buckling (SB) for RD, raising the rate of successful reattachment to close to 90%. For the next two decades, SB was the principal surgical intervention for patients with RDs. In 1970s pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) was developed as an alternative surgical approach for patients with RD by Charles and Machemer, and in 1973 Norton introduced the use of intraocular tamponade with sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) gas, expanding the role of intracocular surgery in the management of RDs. Intraocular gases (such as SF6 or perfluoropropane, C3F8) are an important element of managing RRD with PPV as they allow closure of retinal break(s) until a permanent, retinopexy-induced, choridoretinal adhesion develops. Their use can be substituted by silicone oil (SO) which provides permanent or long-term non-expansible tamponade and may be preferable in eyes with complicated RD—for example due to proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR), trauma or giant retinal tears—or in patients who have to fly following surgery. In recent years, improvements in vitrectomy instrumentation, the development of wide-angle microscopic viewing systems, the use of perfluorocarbon liquids, and the development of microincisional techniques have reduced the morbidity, and expanded the role of vitrectomy, resulting in it becoming the most popular treatment modality for primary, as well as complex and/or recurrent RRD for many surgeons.

Review of the evolution of RRD theory and management has been provided by Gloor and Marmor.4 12

PATHOGENESIS
There are no anatomic junctions between the NSR and RPE, but weak mechanical forces are responsible for their adhesion.2 These include the active and passive forces of choroidal oncotic pressure and the RPE pump, creating a pressure gradient between the two.2 The interphotoreceptor matrix, consisting of a variety of molecules including the glycosaminoglycans chondroitin sulphate and hyaluronic acid, and the RPE microvilli, enveloping the photoreceptor outer segments also contribute to these adhesive mechanisms.2 The metabolic state and oxygenation of the RPE affects this overall adhesion.2 Any RD is by definition an accumulation of subretinal fluid between NSR and RPE. The two prerequisites for the development of RRD are (1) liquefaction of the vitreous; an RRD will not occur without first some degree of liquefaction of the formed vitreous gel that precedes posterior vitreous detachment (PVD), and supplies the low viscosity fluid that is able to flow through retinal breaks, and (2) a retinal break through which fluid gains access into the subretinal space. These can take a variety of forms including retinal tears, as well as round retinal holes, usually forming in the context of pre-existing lattice degeneration. Opcerculated holes form when a retinal tear flap is avulsed from the retinal surface.2

RISK FACTORS
Most RRDs are associated with retinal tear formation at the time of PVD.13 The risk of tear formation is increased in people with areas of pre-existing retinal thinning such as lattice degeneration, which is also associated with abnormal vitreoretinal adhesion. RRDs can also occur without PVD in people with pre-existing retinal lesions, such as atrophic retinal holes, lattice degeneration and retinal dialyses which can be due to previous blunt trauma or idiopathic.14 15 Approximately 7%–8% of the normal population have areas of lattice degeneration, but only a small proportion will progress to RRD, although higher than the non-lattice degeneration population.16 17 Asymptomatic retinal dialysis is thought to have a high risk of progression to RD, especially after trauma.18

There is an increased risk of RRD in myopic patients, with an up to 10-fold increase in myopia over three dioptres (D).15 This is an important consideration amid the increasing incidence of high myopia (greater than −6D) worldwide, with the prevalence in school-aged children in Asia as high as 80%.19 20 RRD risk also varies by gender and ethnicity with men, and Caucasian and Asian populations are at relatively higher risk.21 22

People who previously had cataract surgery also have a higher incidence of RRD, with approximately one in five RRDs in the UK being pseudophakic.1 About 0.5%–0.6% of people experience RRD after phacoemulsification, with the risk increasing year on year to at least 10 years. Posterior capsule rupture increases the risk substantially by up to 15–20 times.22–24 Several other factors are associated with pseudophakic RRD, including (in order of decreasing effect) increasing axial length, younger age and male sex.22

Risk to fellow eye
The fellow eye in patients with RRD is at a higher risk. The Scottish Retinal Detachment Study found a prevalence of bilateral RRD of 7%.25 Interestingly, in the same cohort, retinal tears were found in 8% of fellow eyes in patients with primary RRD, which underscores the need for a thorough dilated fundal examination of the fellow eye. A UK study by Fajgenbaum et al found that the risk of fellow-eye RRD was highest during the early postoperative period and declined over the years.26 Specifically, the probability (hazard rate) of RRD in the fellow eye was 3% in the first year, and declined to 0.3% over 10 years; the cumulative risk of RRD in the fellow eye was 8% over 15 years.26

Prevention: prophylactic treatment to fellow eye following RRD
Although RRD may develop in a fellow eye from pre-existing retinal lesions, most subsequent RRDs (at least 50% and possibly as high as 80%–90%) in the fellow eye will occur from ophthalmoscopically normal areas of retina.27 Therefore, prophylactic treatment with either laser or cryotherapy to funduscopically abnormal areas does not completely reduce the incidence of fellow-eye RRD. However, in one large UK study only 6% of eyes treated prophylactically developed RRD.28 It should also be noted that 30% of patients with symptomatic retinal tears or holes, will develop RRD if untreated.29
Diagnosis: rules for detecting retinal breaks

The cornerstone of RRD examination is the search for retinal break(s). For over 40 years, the seminal paper by Lincoff and Giese, gave rise to the ubiquitously cited ‘Lincoff rules’ for identifying the location of the primary or causative retinal break in RRD (figure 2). There are RRDs that do not obey these rules that present clinical challenges. Although not yet validated, but based on long experience, David Wong cited six new rules that illustrate the locations of retinal breaks in RRDs that do not obey Lincoff’s rule, during the 2018 British and Eire Association of Vitreoretinal Surgeons meeting (figure 3) (D.Wong, personal communication). He described that a retinal break in the upper temporal quadrant would recruit SRF and gradually result in a subtotal RD, higher on the temporal side and bullous inferiorly (rule 1). Similarly, a retinal break in the same location could result in an acute bullous superior RD overhanging the posterior pole and macula (rule 2). This last configuration is thought to be due to vitreous separation and collapse, which in turn is responsible for rapid onset and the bullous overhanging nature of the RD. Areas of thin retina in the detached retina point to where the break is (rule 3). In fundus-obscuring vitreous haemorrhage the ophthalmologist should suspect multiple retinal breaks (rule 4). In case of RRD involving the posterior retina but limited in extent inferiorly and peripherally, the primary break is likely located at the posterior pole (rule 5). Finally, in inferior bullous RRD, the retinal breaks should be on the concave as opposed to the convex side, and this can be appreciated by alternately rolling the patient on each side (rule 6). Further work needs to be undertaken to determine if these rules hold.

Surgical management of RRD

Aim of intervention

The main target of RRD management is to achieve retinal reattachment. Although the benefit for treatment of asymptomatic (chronic) RRD remains unclear, symptomatic RRD is a clear indication for surgery. On presentation, RRD is usually divided into ‘macula-on’ where the foveal centre is not involved, and ‘macula-off’ where the fovea is detached. People with macula-on RRD typically have good initial best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) and a better visual prognosis with successful surgery. Macula-off
RRDs have lower initial BCVA and worse visual prognosis even with successful reattachment of the retina. However, in macula-off RRDs postoperative BCVA is better in patients with 1–3 days of visual loss compared with 4–6 days, and hence these patients also need to be treated as a matter of urgency. Indeed it is likely that prognosis reduces linearly for every day that the macula remains detached.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is not routinely required to assess macular status, as this can be established by BCVA and clinical examination, with preoperative BCVA determining potential postoperative BCVA. However, OCT and ultrasound imaging may be useful in assessing the presence of PVD, as this can influence the surgical approach.

SURGICAL APPROACHES
There are three main current options for the management of RRD, namely pneumoretinopexy (PnR), SB and PPV. The choice of surgery will depend on various factors, including number, location and size of retinal breaks present and the presence of any PVR; the ability of the patient to posture in order to allow optimum positioning of intraocular tamponade agents; lens status and surgeon’s experience and preference. PVR remains the most predictable variable for failure of primary surgery with success rates dropping from 90% to 68% if PVR is present preoperatively. It is characterised by cellular proliferation affecting both surfaces of the detached retina and the vitreous base, resulting in the formation of contractile periretinal membranes. PVR can also occur following surgery and is one of the chief causes of failure, along with new break formation as well as missed retinal breaks. Although several studies have identified a number of clinical risk factors for PVR developing and causing primary failure, including vitreous haemorrhage, PVR at presentation, aphakia, uveitis, RRD associated with trauma, duration of detachment and presence of choroidal detachment preoperatively, to date there is no effective treatment for PVR.

SCLERAL BUCKLE SURGERY
Between 2002 and 2010, 12% of primary RRDs in the UK were treated with SB alone. In clinical practice in the UK, Europe, and North America, many phakic eyes with localised RRD associated with small anterior holes or retinal dialysis, are usually treated with SB, especially if there is no associated PVD. The SB technique involves break localisation, cryotherapy and a local or circumferential buckle element. The buckle indents the sclera to appose NSR and RPE, and hence ‘close’ the retinal break (figure 4). Some surgeons routinely include an encircling element to the buckle regardless of other breaks, while other surgeons only add encirclements if there are multiple breaks or evidence of PVR. Due to fewer SB procedures currently being performed, experience for younger vitreoretinal surgeons is limited and this may affect potential success rates.

SB: anatomical success
Primary anatomical success of SB ranges between 53% and 83%; SB can be particularly successful for retinal dialysis and round roles. In a retrospective study

![Figure 4](http://bmjophth.bmj.com/)

**Figure 4** Scleral buckle technique. (A) Identify retinal break. (B) Expose sclera, sling rectus muscles (white arrowheads), mark break position (on sclera) then apply cryotherapy. (C) Various available buckles, including segments and encircling bands. (D) Scleral indentation apposing the break.
of 436 eyes, Goezinne et al reported primary anatomical success of 76%, with secondary anatomical success of 97% following PPV for failed SB. In addition, they also reported that retinal tears greater than three disc diameters were associated with more primary surgical failures, and advocated primary PPV for these patients. Lens status can further influence SB surgical success; Heimann et al reported a failure rate of 40% and 26% in pseudophakic and phakic patients with buckling surgery, respectively, although after successful reattachment, recurrent late re-detachment is relatively rare.

**SB: visual outcomes**

After successful reattachment of the retina, pockets of shallow subretinal fluid may occur, and persist for many months before spontaneously resolving. The presence and persistence of this subretinal fluid does not negatively affect final visual acuity but can delay visual recovery. Final visual acuity following SB is at least comparable to other surgical modalities. A large randomised controlled trial (RCT) comparing SB and PPV found that phakic patients undergoing SB achieved better BCVA, while there was no significant difference in BCVA between pseudophakic patients receiving SB or PPV intervention. Myopia can occur secondary to increase in axial length, typically by approximately 1 mm (usually translated to a refractive error of 2-3 dioptres) after SB surgery with the use of an encircling band. Corneal topographical (astigmatic) changes with segmental buckles vary postoperatively, depending on the buckle required, but typically return to preoperative levels within 1 month. Cataract secondary to the procedure itself is uncommon but has been reported at up to 46% at 1-year follow-up.

**SB: limitations and complications**

Some of the limitations of SB pertain to the challenges of case selection, and the potential to miss additional retinal breaks compared with PPV. Intraoperative complications include scleral perforation, subretinal haemorrhage, retinal incarceration and choroidal detachment, and are reported to occur in 5% of SB procedures. Scleral explant complications including pain, explant-related infection, exposure or simply cosmetically noticeable prominence, can require scleral buckle removal in 1%-6%. Diplopia occurs in approximately 4%-14% of cases in the immediate postoperative period, and usually resolves spontaneously but can persist, requiring prisms or surgery, and is not always improved by scleral buckle removal.

**PARS PLAGA VITRECTOMY**

PPV is currently preformed for the majority of RRDs in the UK (figure 5). However, more absolute indications include eyes in which a scleral buckle cannot be placed (eg, thin sclera), RRD associated with vitreous opacities obstructing the retinal view, giant retinal breaks, posterior retinal breaks that cannot be easily reached by buckling, and RRD associated with vitreoretinal traction that cannot be relieved by SB, including significant levels of PVR. Contrary to PnR which utilises non-diluted expansile intraocular gases, tamponade in PPV is usually performed by complete filling of the vitreous cavity with gas diluted in air at iso-volumetric concentrations which do not expand (eg, 20% SF6 or 14% C3F8).

**PPV: anatomical success**

PPV has been generally very successful in treating RRD. The two large comparative randomised studies of Heimann et al (against SB) and Hillier et al (against PnR) reported primary anatomical success of 72% and 93%, respectively, for vitrectomy. Brazitikos et al randomised 150 eyes with pseudophakic RRD (with PVR less severe than grade B) to receive SB or PPV. Re-detachment rates in the PPV and SB arms were 6% and 17%, respectively, lower than those reported by Heimann et al at 20% and 40%, respectively, but with the same direction of effect suggesting that vitrectomy is more effective than SB in pseudophakic eyes. The surgical management of inferior RRD can present further challenges in terms of lower success rates. Some surgeons advocate primary combined SB-PPV for RRD with inferior breaks in detached retina, while other surgeons advocate primary PPV alone. Recent series have reported high success rates with air tamponade alone in RRD with inferior breaks, suggesting that tamponade in vitrectomy may not act purely by break closure, but also by a reduction in intraocular fluid currents.

**PPV: visual outcomes**

Typically, visual recovery is closely linked with macular status pre-operatively, but macula-sparing cases can have worse vision postoperatively from macular involvement by...
displaced SRF intraoperatively, as well as some degree of epiretinal membrane (ERM) formation (35%) and CMO (15%) which can also effect visual recovery and require revision surgery for ERM in up to 15% of cases. The Pneumatic Retinopexy versus Vitrectomy for the Management of Primary RRD Outcomes Randomized Trial (PIVOT) compared outcomes following PnR and PPV for primary RRD, and reported that BCVA had improved by 3 and 61 Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letters at 1 year following PPV for macula-on and macula-off RRD, respectively. In this study, phakic and pseudophakic eyes achieved similar postoperative BCVA with PPV. A large RCT comparing SB and PPV found similar improvement in BCVA among pseudophakic patients at 1 year, but better BCVA in phakic patients undergoing SB. Both these RCTs reported greater cataract progression following PPV, than after SB or PnR.

PPV: limitations and complications

Regardless of indication, PPV is associated with specific complications, such as iatrogenic retinal tears, lens touch and cataract formation. In a prospective study, Saleh et al found that the rate of iatrogenic retinal tears was 3% (11/394). A large retrospective UK study (n=628) comparing 20 G and 23 G PPV, reported the incidence of iatrogenic breaks at 17% and 8%, respectively, possibly largely relating to the use of cannulated sclerotomies with narrow gauge vitrectomy systems.

Following PPV in phakic eyes with air or gas tamponade, there is often early transient posterior lens change, that usually resolves with gas absorption. However, nuclear sclerotic cataract typically develops several months postoperatively in 50%–70% of patients depending on tamponade use and age primarily. The median duration for visually significant cataract formation after PPV is reported as 8 months.

Lens touch during PPV is a well-documented complication and consequent iatrogenic cause of cataract. A UK retrospective study of 1399 patients undergoing PPV reported an incidence of 4%. Lens touch is associated with age (as lens size increases), increased complexity as indicated by PVR, use of SO and need for retinectomy. Posterior capsule rupture is nearly eight times more likely after lens touch.

Increased intraocular pressure (IOP) following PPV is an important postoperative complication. PPV with gas tamponade can induce significant acute and usually short-term IOP rises (≥300 mm Hg), especially when combined with SB, concurrent lensectomy, laser photocoagulation and postoperative formation of fibrous membranes. The silicone study compared IOP abnormalities following PPV with either C3F8 gas or SO for PVR. Frequency of chronically raised IOP was higher among eyes randomised to SO (8%) compared with C3F8 (2%), while C3F8 was associated with higher possibility of hypotony from severe anterior PVR. All eyes with raised IOP were aphakic, and there was little correlation between the presence of SO in the anterior chamber and glaucoma.

PNEUMORETINOPEXY

Combined transconjunctival cryotherapy and PnR for the treatment of superior RRD, was first introduced by Hilton and Grizzard. In their 20-patient case series, treatment indication was RRD involving the superior eight clock hours associated with a single break or multiple breaks within 1 hour of each other, and this still broadly holds true today. PnR is rarely performed in the UK, where more than 99% of all RRDs are managed with PPV, SB or combined PPV-SB. PnR is more frequently performed in North America (in certain places even more frequently than either SB or PPV).

PnR: anatomical success

The procedure relies on injecting a small volume of expandible gas which then expands to tamponade a specific arc of retina. The choice of endoretinal tamponade agent is an important consideration as different gases have distinct properties relating to the amount of expansion, the time required to reach maximal volume, and the total duration of tamponade. For example, air does not expand at all and disappears after 3 days on average, while SF6 gas doubles its volume in approximately 36 hours and can remain within the vitreous cavity for 12 days. A bubble of C3F8 gas can quadruple its size in 3 days and may persist within the eye for almost 40 days. For an average eye, 0.3 mL of expanded gas can cover 60° of the retinal surface, whereas it takes 1.2 mL of gas to cover 90° of the retinal surface and hence typically 0.5 mL of SF6 or 0.3 mL of C3F8 is injected. In myopic (larger) eyes, these assumptions are not fixed and the amount of gas can also be ‘titrated’ to the break position and ease of effective tamponade.

Primary anatomical success with PnR varies with lens status. Primary anatomical success with PnR in phakic eyes ranges between 73% and 81%, and is lower in pseudophakic and aphakic eyes (41%–67%). In patients with primary failure after PnR that require subsequent surgery (PPV or SB), high anatomical success rates (98%–99%) can still be achieved. Thus, primary PnR failure does not appear to negatively influence the success of further RD surgery.

PnR: visual outcomes

Visual rehabilitation following PnR is considerably faster than either SB or PPV. The PIVOT study in primary RRD found that at 12 months following PnR, patients read approximately 5 ETDRS letters more than their PPV counterparts. In addition, patients treated with PnR had superior composite 25-item National Eye Institute Visual Function Questionnaire scores at 3 and 6 months, although these did not persist at 12 months. Vertical metamorphopsia was more prevalent at 12 months in patients treated with PPV, whereas there was no difference in horizontal metamorphopsia between the two
treatment groups. Accordingly, given that any RD intervention may fail, it is important to emphasise that primary PnR does not seem to negatively impact post-operative vision when further surgery is performed, namely PPV or SB.

Hillier et al reported the incidence of cataract at 12 months following PnR and PPV at 16% and 65%, respectively. Tornambe et al reported similar post-PnR cataract formation; 19% at 2 years.

**PnR: limitations and complications**

A fundamental difference of PnR to both SB and PPV is that the procedure does not relieve vitreoretinal traction. In addition, the injection of intravitreal air or gas can induce additional retinal breaks, especially in eyes with initial incomplete PVD. Although not strictly a contraindication, aphakia and pseudophakia are associated with reduced anatomical success. In addition, PnR is not an option for inferior breaks. Randomised trials comparing primary PnR vs SB, and PnR versus PPV, have shed some light on RRD management. However, authors also acknowledge that real-life results may differ. Notably, all patients in the PIVOT study received intervention within 24 hours from symptom onset, and median time in the PnR group was 2 hours. It is also widely accepted that the success of PnR relies on a thorough preoperative retinal assessment with scleral indentation to identify all retinal breaks, which is not always possible.

**Optimising outcomes in macula-off RRD**

**Timing**

Acute progressive macula-on RRD continues to be managed as a VR emergency, requiring urgent referral and intervention. Macula-off RRD, presenting acutely (1 day) is also increasingly considered a VR emergency, given the potential for good post-operative vision and the risk of permanent visual loss.

Early wisdom regarding the optimal timing of surgical intervention in macula-off RRD suggested that undergoing surgery at any time between day 1 and day 7 following symptom onset had no effect on final BCVA. However, a retrospective study by Williamson et al evaluated 325 patients with macula-off RRD and found that median final BCVA was 6/9 independently of symptom duration (recorded from day 1 to ≥21 days). Notably, they showed that surgery at any time between days 1 and 3 after symptom onset produced equivalent visual outcomes, nevertheless surgery on day 4–6 conferred worse vision. Hence, it seems that outcomes in macula-off RRD could be improved with more urgent intervention.

**Postoperative posturing**

By using fundus autofluorescence, retinal displacement has been demonstrated to occur following PPV for RRD. It has been suggested that some of the metamorphopsia after otherwise successful reattachment surgery may be secondary to retinal displacement. Research continues to better elucidate variables surrounding the aetiology of the displacement, with studies of immediate postoperative positioning regimens and types of tamponade agents used. Current evidence proposes that early postoperative face-down positioning may help minimise retinal displacement. In a study of 86 patients, Shiragami et al showed that retinal displacement was greater in patients that adopted a face-down position 10 min after PPV, as opposed to immediately following surgery; 64% (28/44) and 24% (10/42), respectively. Casswell et al compared retinal displacement in patients positioned either face-down or ‘supporting-the-break’ (positioned such that the retinal break is uppermost in order to allow the floating gas to remain in contact with the break), and reported retinal displacement in 42% and 58%, respectively. Although there was no statistical difference in subjective distortion, there was a significant and clinically relevant improvement in binocular diplopia, suggesting that immediate face down positioning for at least a few hours could improve results.

**CONCLUSION**

Although RRD is now routinely treated, the success rate remains stubbornly less than 100%, and typically around 85% with most large modern series. Potentially, optimising retinal break detection and effective, rapid onset retinopexy, obviating the need for tamponade could help improve primary success rates. PVR remains a common cause of failure and new strategies to prevent and treat PVR are required. The optimum method to repair detached retinas to allow maximal visual recovery, especially in macula-involving cases, is gradually becoming more defined, but surgeon experience and preference will still remain major factors affecting technique choice.
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Correction: Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment: a review of current practice in diagnosis and management


This article was previously published with errors:

Figure 1 caption ‘Retinal detachment. Left eye, superior bullous retinal detachment’ has been corrected to ‘Retinal detachment. Left eye, superior bullous retinal detachment. Reproduced with permission of Wills Eye Hospital, WillsEye.org’.

Figure 4 was incorrect. The correct figure is shown below:

Figure 5 caption ‘Pars plana vitrectomy. Three ports—an infusion line, a light source and a vitrector.’ has been corrected to ‘Pars plana vitrectomy. Three ports—an infusion line, a light source and a vitrector. Reproduced with permission of PentaVision LLC, https://www.retinalphysician.com/issues/2008/jan-feb/why-(and-when)-i-prefer-25-g-vitrectomy’
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